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The Image of Fairfield

Grape" tiarns sour
Violent turn of events lead to arrest of football captain and three Fairfield students

By John O'Dea
COMMENTARY EDITOR
Football co-captain Eric Wise, '00,
was arrested early Sunday morning
following an altercation with Fairfield
Police in front of the Sea Grape Cafe,
according to a report in the Connecticut Post.
According to witnesses, Wise was
removed from the Sea Grape by several employees at about 1:15 AM. After he was outside, Officer Keith
Broderick attempted to subdue him
and Wise resisted. He was taken down
by Broderick after a brief scuffle and
was arrested by Officer Kyle Keenan.
"During the officers' attempt to arrest him, Wise was encouraging the
large crowd that gathered to assist him
in his attempts to resist," Det. Sgt.
Gary MacNamara told the Connecticut Post.
Wise was charged with assaulting
an officer, inciting a crowd to riot,
breach of peace, and interfering with
an officer. He is scheduled to appear
in court on Oct. 12.

This Week...

Photo: Nick Ouimet
The Seagrape Cafe, the site of Saturday night's incident

According to the Post, Wise was
brought to St. Vincent's Medical Center where he was treated and released.
Broderick, who suffered a contusion to
his knee and a strained left leg, refused
medical attention.
Wise said that he has filed a corn-

plaint against the Fairfield police department. He refused to comment
further about the incident.
Police also arrested four others after the incident for failing to disperse,
according to the Post. According to
witnesses, none of the others were in-

volved with the scuffle and all were
on the periphery. Three of those arrested, Peter Johnson, Brian Williams,
and Michael Mahoney, are Fairfield
University students. All were charged
with disorderly conduct according to
the Post.
One witness was critical of the way
police handled the crowd that formed
to watch the situation unfold. "I think
they handled the situation with Eric
and others who tried to intervene correctly," said Jen Salfi, '00, "but with
others who were just standing around,
the cops were way out of line."
Witnesses say that police used pepper spray on Wise, and then sprayed
into the crowd that gathered around
the incident in order to disperse them.
Doug Whiting, VP of public relations, refused to speculate on any disciplinary action the school will take
against Wise. "He will be entering the
University judicial process," said
Whiting. "We will sort through the testimony and opinions of those involved."
As for Wise's status with the football team, Whiting said that no decision has yet been made.

A neighborhood on watch

Campus Life
Breast Cancer awareness:
how to protect yourself
See page 8

By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
&
Brian Huben
NEWS EDITOR

Commentary
Problems at beach
ignite concerns
See page 11

Arts and Entertainment
Find out what's on top
in the world of entertainment
See page 16

Sports
Cross country places high
in Fairfield invitational
See page 19

The safety of campus residence has
become a concern to many students after residents in three townhouses awoke
this weekend to find that their homes
had been burglarized.
"They went to every back porch in
the three block for about ten seconds
per house," said a student who asked
to remain anonymous. "When they got
to end of the 'five block', I saw a cigarette light go up the stairs. Two minutes later I saw the cigarette light go
out, and the males walked away with a
chair from the house."
The source had been sleeping in her
townhouse and turned over to face the
window facing toward the townhouse
quad. She heard footsteps on her back
porch and then heard two males run
away.
The men in question were described
as "college age" and were seen wearing white hats, red and white
sweatshirts and had keys dangling from
the pockets of their jeans, a witness
reported.

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Three townhouses were broken into this weekend

"There were three of us sleeping
upstairs in the house," said Amy Liss,
'00, a townhouse resident whose
house was broken into. "Nobody
knew until the next morning when we
noticed our things missing."
"The fact that we have to lock our
windows at night is disturbing," said
a junior townhouse resident that also
asked to remain anonymous. "To be
scared on our own campus shouldn't
happen."
Frank Ficko, Associate Director of
Security, suggested that students take
simple precautions to protect themselves and their homes. "My theory

is that when you leave your home, you
lock the door. Do the same thing on
campus," he said.
Another student reported waking
up in his townhouse in the nine block
at 5:45 am. He walked down the stairs
and into the kitchen and then noticed
that his back door was wide open. Another house in the nine block was also
broken into.
"I'm really scared now," said ajunior male. "I have to push the futon
against the back door at night
for piece of mind."
Security went around, the next
Continued on p.5
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Travers tells some tales
Sixties folk legend shares memories of "chamgin'" times
dents of today can learn from the '60s.
"My hope would be to see the same
passion from students - literally the
blood running through our veins
Fairfield University was treated to
which propelled us, made us a maga thought-provoking visit from the
netic force, and unifying large num1960s last Wednesday night at the
bers of youth," said Eliasoph.
Quick Center for the Arts with a
Eliasoph's articulation of exactly
speech and performance by folk muhow students so strongly unified
sic legend Mary Travers.
themselves to fight for their beliefs
in the '60s is a notion that Travers also
The program, entitled "The Sixties:
emphasized.
Songs of Social Change" was run by
Using words like "collectivized"
the university's Open Visions Forum.
and "togetherness", Travers clearly
Sponsored in part by The Sixties
spelled
Project,
t h e
out to the
evening
univerfeatured
sity communi ty
Travers,
an eshow her
t a b genera1 i shed
tion stood
human
u
p
rights
against
AT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
activist
what they
and
perceived
member of the influential folk group,
as injustices.
Peter, Paul and Mary.
"She made it so obvious to me that
In an exclusive interview with The
togetherness and organization are the
Mirror, Travers sounded off on why it
answers to any problem we may
is important for the students of today
have," said Sarah Young, '00. "I just
to learn about the tumultuous decade
don't understand why we can't seem
of the '60s.
to get together like they did in the
"They need to know about the pas'60s."
sion of the time," said Travers. "StuFairfield University students have
dents of today are not quite sure how
many issues that Eliasoph sees as posto go about getting involved with issible hot points for potential activism.
sues of rights and justice, and the six"If students- on Fairfield
ties can teach that."
University's campus can thoughtfully
She also noted that students today
focus and harness their energy on
seem too involved with themselves,
some of the injustices facing them,
and not with helping others, something
like the beach or anything on camshe sees as a major change from stupus, they will see the power and make
dents of the '60s.
change happen," said Eliasoph.
"My message to Fairfield students
During her performance, Travers
is getting involved in things other than
sang the folk classics "The Times are
yourself is the best present you can
a Changin'", and "Blowin' in the
give the world," said Travers.
Wind", songs that carried a more noDr. Philip Eliasoph, Director of the
ticeable meaning after her deft deOpen Visions Forum and Professor of
scription of the decade that has deVisual and Performing Arts, also pasfined her life.
sionately described his own involveSome Fairfield students who atment in '60s activism, and why stutended the performance were aweBy Drew Luthern
STAFF WRITER

struck by how powerful a message
Travers conveyed.
"The emotion of music itself combined with such fiery issues makes for
some pretty heavy messages," said
Open Visions Forum Intern Jared
Scotto, '00. "It makes you wonder if
the musicians of today care about issues the way folk singers did back
then."

The issue of Travers' modern day
musical peers is one that she sees as a
two-way street. "For the most part the
bands are not doing their part to impart social change, but at the same
time, neither are the students," said
Travers. "The bands will start taking
care of issues when the students tell
them to."

Here is a list of lectures and performances
to be held on campus this semester in conjunction with the 'The Sixties Project':
Performances
October 7 - Brian Torff and Thunderstick present a '60s Funk
arty. Black Box Theatre, 9p.m.
October 23 - A night at the Fillmore. Three bands will perform a
:ribute to Bill Graham at the Fillmore. The Oak Room, Barone
Campus Center, 8-11 p.m.
November 3-14 - Theatre Fairfield presents the rock musical,
'Hair". Quick Center.

Lectures
October 7 - Roundtable discussion on "Psychoactive Drugs from
he '60s to the '90s. Black Box Theatre, 6-8 p.m.
October 13 - Open Visions Forum presents Morris Dees, founder
md chief trial counsel of the Southern Poverty Law Center. Quick
Center
October 19 - Rachel Carson biographer Linda Lear opens the Olin
^ectures on the environment. The Oak Room, Barone Campus
Center.
October 27 - Open Visions Forum presents feminist legend Gloria
Steinem who will discuss the women's movement. Quick Center

Campus Beat
By Kate Sullivan
Campus Beat Reporter

Classifieds
DANCE INSTRUCTOR wanted to teach advanced jazz class Tuesday
evening 6:30-7:15 p.m. Fairfield Studio. Please call 255-2775 or 2683661 ASAP.

September 29
9:03 p.m.- Vandalism. The card axis in Campion was ripped out. The building will be charged for the damage.
September 30
4:46 p.m.- A student reported that hi roommates friend had threatened him.
The RHC was notified and the situation was taken under control.
7:42 p.m.- A window of Alumni hall was broken. Maintenance was called
to repair it.
October 1
11:09 p.m.- A male student was found with stolen property. The matter was
sent to judicial.
October 2
1:00 a.m.- A male student was referred to judicial for public urination. He
was found relieving himself on the back door of security.

Popular store accepting applications for retail help full time $10/hour and
free medical and paid vacations and no evenings. You must be friendly,
presentable, enthusiastic, and like to gift wrap. Part time $8-$9/hour.
Apply at Pennyweights, 124 Elm St. New Canaan. Closed Mondays.

October 3
5:06 a.m.- Students reported CDs and movies stolen from their Townhouse.
There was no sign of forced entry
1:32 p.m.- Another burglary in the Townhouses was reported. This time a
Sony CD player and Playstation were taken.
5:02 p.m.- A third robbery was reported in the Townhouses. A deflatable
chair was stolen. Again, there was no sign of forced entry. Security requests
that anyone with information about these burglaries please contact them at
x4090.
5:22 p.m.- Students at the Rec Plex reported being harassed by a non-student. When security arrived on the scene the troublemaker was gone.
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Wyclef to play Harvest weekend
By Diana Fusco
STAFF WRITER

Every year there is a major concert
at Fairfield, this year being no exception. Wyclef Jean will play the Saturday of Harvest weekend, October 30.
In past years, bands that have performed at Fairfield include such bands
as Squeeze, Blues Traveler, LL Cool
J, The Samples and Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. "Even when Fairfield was
a men's college, Fairfield always had
up an coming names such as Billy
Joel, Peter, Paul and Mary and INXS,"
said Jeanne DiMuzzio, Director of
Student Activities.
Although it may seem as though it
is easy to get such a big name, it takes
several weeks or months to find a
band. An agent first sends FUSA a
list of people who are touring with the
starting bidding price.
Student Activities Vice President
Amy Liss says that the lists are not always right; they change daily. "There
were several times when we would
call inquiring about a band and the
agency would tell us that they were
not on tour," she said.
The price of the band, lights and

sound all have to be taken into consideration as to whether FUSA can
afford to have a certain band. When
planning a concert, the ticket price for
the tickets is taken into consideration.
After they have come up with an estimated ticket price they ask some students if they will pay that amount for
a ticket, according to Jane Nolan,
former Vice President of Student Activities.
A bill has to be approved by the
senate. "Any expenditure that is spent
that is more than $5000 must be passed
by senate to see if they think it is a
reasonable purchase," says Tracy
Boyd, senate president.
Once a bill has been passed a bid
is submitted to the agent who in turn
works with the road company in routing a concert series including Fairfield
at the price offered, according to
DiMuzzio.
If the bid is accepted and the tour
can include Fairfield, a contract is then
signed between Fairfield and the respective band.
"The concept of a major event to
look forward to is part of the excitement, as well as drawing over 150 volunteers to produce the event,"
DiMuzzio said.
This year IRG has showed interest
in helping to sponsor Wyclef Jean.

Photo: Nick Ouimct
Wyclef will jam in Alumni Hall on Oct. 30

The Special Events Committee has
applied to take some money from the
Programming Board to also fund the
concert, but have not received a response yet, according to Jeff
Melagrano, Special Events Committee.
The final price of the tickets and
sale dates were not yet available. "If
there is enough money there might be
a smaller opening band, but that depends on available funds," Melagrano

said.
There have been some counter arguments to the benefit of having a major concert. Although the incentive is
money, DiMuzzio wonders, "Is it better to spend $40,000-$50,000 on one
night or to have more powerful programming every weekend?" She said
it is a question only the student can
answer.

Will Stags go drag?
By Megan Loaiconi
STAFF WRITER

What do you think about when you
get dressed in the morning? Maybe
you think that you should dress up if
you have a presentation, or dress down
if you have a long day. Well, a minority of students at Fairfield need to think
about how open they will be with their
sexuality.
Each year Students for the Acceptance of Your Sexual Orientation
(SAYSO) host Gay Jeans Day. This
year, they have expanded that program
to an entire week of education about
sexual orientation to be held Oct. 1822.
"The point is to educate the University community regarding issues
that deal with sexual identity," said
Brant Berndlmaier, '00, SAYSO President. "Also, we want to create a more
accepting environment on the campus
for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender (LGBT) people."
SAYSO, which has about a dozen
active members, hopes mostly to raise
points of discussion for the campus
and to offer some sort of visibility for
the issues that LGBT people face. The

week is designed to make the campus
community aware of the issues that exist for LGBT people, such as their
identity, dealing with hate crimes, civil
rights, or marriage.
"There's a lot of ignorance," said
Dr. Sally O'Driscoll, advisor to
SAYSO. "People say hurtful things
without even seeming to know that
they're hurtful."
One of the ways SAYSO hopes to
raise awareness is by publicizing Gay
Jeans Day. On this day denim patches
will be available at various locations
on campus for people to wear jeans in
order to show their support for LGBT
people.
The purpose is to increase awareness for people that, each day, have to
decide how open they want to be and
whether they will let people know that
they are LGBT.
"Gay Jeans Day creates an environment where everyone has to get up and
decide whether or not they will wear
jeans," said Berndlmaier. "Straight
people have to consider what people
will think of them if they wear jeans."
They will also need to think about
what social atmosphere exists and how
they are going to react to that atmosphere.
General student reaction to
SAYSO's goals appeared positive. "I

really don't understand it," said Amy
Liss, '00. "To me, any caring relationship between two consenting adults
should be recognized and supported."
"To SAYSO, activities help break
down stereotypes within our own
heads that we aren't even conscious
of, but that we still have," said a senior female student.

"... we want to create
a more accepting environment on the
campus for lesbian,
gay, bisexual and
transgender people."
—Brant Berndlmaier
"I think that one's sexual orientation has a lot to do with how you were
brought up and the environment that
you were raised in," said a senior student.
"There are so many negative stereotypes floating around that need to
be repudiated," said O'Driscoll. "Education is key." Berndlmaier said that
with a social environment at Fairfield
University that is homophobic, there

is a lot of pressure not to wear jeans
and to make accusations about people
who do, according to Berndlemaier.
In efforts to combat these stereotypes, SAYSO will be hosting a drag
dance on Friday Oct. 15 in the Oak
Room that everyone is welcome to attend. A drag dance was chosen for two
reasons. Besides being something new
and different, it brings up a consciousness regarding transgender issues.
"Even in a gay community
transgender reality tends to be invisible," said Berndlmaier. "So having a
drag dance brings those issues into our
public consciousness."
SAYSO members realize that the
majority of students on campus will
probably wear khakis on Gay Jeans
Day. They say the decision making
process students will go through will
illustrate the pressure that is placed in
LGBT people to remain closeted.
One way to learn more about the
social atmosphere surrounding LGBT
people is to participate in Ally Training. This is a program offered several
times a year by SAYSO in efforts to
educate the community about tolerance.
"SAYSO students are very effective educators," said O'Driscoll.
"They can give out information, answer questions and combat stereotypes."

FUSA falls for scam
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
Did you ever hear the phrase "The
buck stops here"? Well, this past Friday night the Blizzard of Bucks swept
through Fairfield University and left
FUSA high and dry in anxious wait of

their missing money.
For a cost of $1,075, FUSA contracted the Kramer Entertainment
Agency for its traveling game show,
the Blizzard of Bucks. Student contestants participate in a series of elimination games and stunts in order to
narrow the final round down to one
contestant. That lucky participant gets
placed in 'The Incredible Money Ma-

chine" for 30 seconds with the goal
of catching as much as they can of the
$500 prize that swirls around them in
the blizzard.
As advertised in writing to FUSA,
Kramer Entertainment guaranteed a
grand prize option of $500. The
day of the show the FUSA Weekend
Programmers were told by a rival
company that Kramer Entertainment

may only place $260 in the booth.
When Amy Liss, '00, Vice President
of Student Activities, approached the
host of the show, MC Jarvis, before
the program began, he refused to allow her to count the money to verify
the dollar amount.
"So when do I get to count the
money to make sure there is $500?,"
Continued on p.5
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"Get me off this bus"
(Mirror writer, Lori Rizzo, decided to rely on the campus bus
system for five days- five very
long days this what she found)

DayiAmbitious, a bit skeptical, trying
to stay open-minded. I haven't taken
the bus to school in over four years.
Everyone else says the bus here is unreliable, I guess I'll find out. Memories of being stranded at Dolan freshman year flash through my mind.
10:50: the bus arrives on time to
my townhouse. Strange phenomenon
occurs. It is raining INSIDE the bus,
the seats are wet, my butt is wet. Yes,
the sunroof is wide open.
Class ends 12:25: bus arrives
12:45. Luckily this bus does not have
a sunroof. Maybe this isn't such a bad
idea after all. 12:53, still on the bus.
Passing the business school. I never
knew the bus went to the business
school. Or, at least not the SAME bus.
12:58: loud, annoying music is
playing directly above my headache.
Get me off of this bus.

walk into class - LATE.
4:25: Classes end. 4:32 bus arrives
at Campus Center. Feel turn towards
Kostka/Claver. Cringe. Why aren't
there two SEPARATE routes? 4:42
Campus Center. 4:50 walk into townhouse, imagining all of the places that
I could have driven to during those 20
minutes.

Day 310:27: Shoot! I overslept. Jump
into shower. I see bus pass my window at 10:51. Apparently the bus is

classes start. Class at 1:35, the bus
comes at either 12:50 or 1:30. Does
anyone else see a problem with this?
Let's say for instance you have a class
at 2:35 (a typical class time). The bus
goes to the townhouses at 1:50, 2:10,
or 2:30. Maybe it is just me, but
NONE of those times are extremely
convenient. 1:33, no bus. I accept a
ride, and as I step into the car I see the
bus pass by. Campus Center 1:35, up
three flights of stairs (see a pattern
here?) LATE for class.
4:30: walking towards Campus

Day 2 Wake up to roommate asking, "Is
it really 10:50?" She is running
around, trying to find left shoe.
Mumble yes. "I must have missed the
bus!" I roll over, looking out of my
townhouse window. Bus headlights
are shining from Dolan. Not yet. Bus
is on time. Drive roommate to class.
Dilemma. Class is at 12:35, bus
schedule says either 12:05 or 12:25.
If I wait, it's cutting it close. There's
no way I'll be ready for 12:05. Put my
faith in the system. Do or die. 12:27
tick, tick no bus. I should have walked.
I was ready at 12:20. I should have
walked. 12:28, I see bus lights.
Sunroof is still wide open, luckily the
rain has stopped. Someone wiped the
water off of the seats since yesterday.
Arrive at Campus Center 12:31, plenty
of time. I walk directly into Canisius,
12:36?? No, I do not walk that slow.
Stairs, too many stairs. Third floor. I

Photo: Nicl Ouimet
Campus bus problems are not new to Fairfield

punctual, even when I am not. 10:55
leave townhouse, walk to Canisius,
arrive 11:05. No music, no wet butts,
no motion sickness.
Campus Center 3:35: Bus pulls
around from Loyola side. The business
school trip is over, next cycle to Dolan.
Relief. It is Thursday, my last day of
classes, and I want to go home. 3:43
bus leaves Campus Center. Sometimes
the bus drivers like to chat. Music
pounds to the rhythm of my headache.
It is a beautiful day outside. I wish I
walked.

Day 4Who planned the bus schedule anyway? Obviously someone who did not
take into consideration what time

Center. I see bus heading towards
Kostka/Claver. 4:35 bus arrives back
at Campus Center, as scheduled. 4:37
leave Campus Center (why aren't the
periods that the bus waits for students
to load the bus added into the bus
schedule? How can the bus arrive at
the Campus Center at 4:35 and be expected to leave at 4:35??) Soft, not so
annoying music playing. Arrive safely
home 4:43.

Day 5Last day. 10:45: printing out report for class. I hear the bus engine
from across the house. It is 5 minutes
early. YELL, "Christen (roommate),
Stop the bus!" Run downstairs, grab
books. Sitting on bus, notice that the

Fairfield University brings■ you the
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sunroof had been patched with tarplike material and duct tape. So that is
where all of our tuition money goes.
Campus Center 10:48. 22 minutes
early for class.
Last time on bus (ever?). 12:25,
class ends. Sitting on the bus, 12:25.
(Notice again that the time in Canisius
is fast, adding new challenges to taking the bus.) Bus driver announces that
he has to make a trip to the business
school before Dolan/Townhouses.
"Sorry," he says, "I do what I am
scheduled to do." "Poor guy," I think,
"He is just a victim of the system too."
"Want to just walk?" A student asks.
Seven students walk off of the bus.
"Sorry," the bus driver says again. I
am left with 5 brave souls. 12:37, back
at Campus Center. 12:45, Home.
NAUSEA — from being on the bus
for 20 minutes.
No, it was not a fun job, but someone had to do it. How else would we
have proof that our complaints are
valid? I am just glad that it is over with.
Honestly, I do not like the bus. I would
wake-up each morning, and dread taking the bus. No, not because it is unreliable, because surprisingly, the bus IS
NOT that unreliable. Being off schedule by about 2-5 minutes isn't bad, but
can be a bit annoying. I have come to
a few conclusions to fix the overwhelmingly OBVIOUS problems.
1. There should be a SEPARATE bus
that goes to the business school. This
would stop the insanity of 20-minute
bus rides after classes. Last year (and
the year before), there were TWO
buses. This cut down on waiting time,
and provided a much more reasonable
means of transportation.
2. The bus schedule needs to be fixed
according to the times that classes
meet. After all, we are taking the bus
to get to CLASS, not just to ride
around our campus on a daily basis.
While the schedule in the morning
makes sense, the bus arrives at 10:50
for an 11:10 class, the afternoon schedule does not. (See Days 2 & 4)
3. The main reason that the bus is offschedule is because whoever planned
the schedule did not account for stopping times. The bus does stop. It usually even waits for students at the
Campus Center. Unless the bus kept
running continuously without pickingup or dropping-off students, there is
NO POSSIBLE WAY that it could be
exactly on time according to the schedule. These few minutes here and there
add up, causing student to be late for
class (again, see Days 2 & 4), and also
giving the buses a reputation for being unreliable. The drivers are NOT
at fault. I feel that they are doing the
best job possible. They are kind to students, and are willing to drop you off
and pick you up anywhere along the
route. The schedule
must be fixed.
If these three suggestions are taken
into serious consideration, students
could rely on the bus system. They
could leave their cars parked at the
townhouses. The parking congestion
would be cleared up immensely. But,
without these concessions, students are
valid in their complaints. The system
is mostly reliable, but completely
IMPRACTICAL.
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Diana Gets A Degree
The trial and tribulations of graduating
By Diana Fusco
STAFF WRITER

As many seniors probably know, the
rough draft of resumes was due in the
Career Planning Office last week. Although this may sound like an easy task,
it brought on more complications than I
thought.
As I sat down to
draft out my resume, I
realized that I was having trouble fitting everything onto the one
page. Since I missed
the Career Planning
Center orientation,
due to Hurricane
Floyd, I was not sure
what to include, how
to make more room, or
what I really needed
on my resume. On a
side note, I was very
annoyed that the Career Planning Center
rescheduled the orientation for the Monday
after the hurricane.
Since I hadn't been on
campus I had not have
time to check my
email until after the
orientation was over.
So, I went to the
Career Planning Center and made an appointment for help
with my resume, I was
armed with my rough
draft and lots of questions. But when I came out of my meeting I felt very overwhelmed with information; too much information.
I was told to include anything that
would highlight how well rounded I am;
I have done two internships, two volunteer experiences and two leadership experiences. Although I thought this might
be too much, the advisor at the Career

Planning Center told me different; I
needed to make myself look very diverse.
Second, instead of trying to help find
a direction as to how I should package
my information, the advisor gave me
more to think about. Being an English
major with a communications minor, I
am not really sure what I want to do. I
have thought about graduate school because I know it will get me further in

After telling me to think about the
GRE's and graduate school, he told me
to enroll myself in the mentoring program here at Fairfield. This program
pairs you with people in your field; it is
advised for non-business majors. So,
now I have to look through all these
books and send out letters to people in a
field in which I may be interested in.
This process will help me figure out
what the field is like and how to get into

Ahhh, What to do . . .

any career I choose, but graduate school
is not really the path I would like to take.
Why should I think about it now if it
won't come into play until later?
Well, the Career Planning Center advised me to take a course for the GRE's
and then taking them immediately. As
if I don't have a million other things to
think about.

the field. I don't know about anyone
else, but what do you say to someone
who you have never met or seen to before in order to get their advice?
Not only am I trying to apply for jobs,
think about graduate schools, keeping
up with my current school work and my
internship, but now I have to draft let-

ters to people to inquire about what I may
want to do. Is any of this overwhelming
to anybody else?
Luckily, I did leave the meeting with
the knowledge of how I can include everything in my resume; adjust the margins. I don't think that I will use this draft
when applying for jobs, but I do want it
to be in the resume book. I may not have
margins in my resume, but I will have
proven how well-rounded I am.
As of now, I have a few
things to think about.
Firstly, I don't even know
•
if I want to get a job right
out of school. Secondly,
my dream has always been
to go to Colorado for a
year and ski. What if I do
that? Thirdly, am I wasting my time writing resumes, cover letters and
interviewing when I am
not sure on my direction?
I thought senior year was
supposed to be fun and relaxing, but here I am agonizing over what to do
with the rest of my life.
Boy, did this come way to
fast.
I know that many senior have breakdowns
during the year, but I
thought that it would at
least wait until the end of
the year, when everyone
else had a job and I still
had no direction. It looks
like it may come faster
than I thought. I hear
about all these people who
already have jobs and am
jealous at the fact that all
they have to worry about is making the
most of their year.
But for all of those people who are in
the same position as I, I am here to let
you know that you are not alone. I am
sure that there are more of us out there.
Stay tuned for further complications in
graduating!

Inside:
LEX

by phil flickinger (www.l-e-x.com)

You KtiOVJ, PASSEP OUT GUV,
HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT
IS KiNPA COOLI WE'RE MAKING
AMERICA'S

ROAPS

BEAWTIFUL!

IT'S A SEAUTIFUL SATURPflV
MORNING, AN? I'AI POiNO
MY PART To 8E AN BNVtRoNmeNTkllY CONSCIOUS'
CITIZEN".

I JUST WISH ] LESS YAPPIN'. MORE
mY BEING
yiORKtN". YOU Two
STILL OWE THE
HERE WAS
TUPGE HO HOURS\
VOLUNTARY.

Get the
facts on
breast
cancer and
herbal
cures
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Buy! Sell!
Buy! Sell!
Get your first experience in
stock exchange
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

"Buy!" "Sell!" Two words that many
Americans have learned to use almost
daily.
Investing in the stockmarket has become a very popular way of life for professional men and women to enhance
their savings; so why should college stu-

dents get to taste a little bit of wealth
and risk?
Well, they can. What? You don't have
any extra funds to enter into the
stockmarket? Don't worry, you can play
Wall Street "Fantasy" College Football
Stock Exchange.
Simply
log
onto
http://
collegefootball.waIlstreetsports.com to
begin. First, you
will need to get a list of all athletes available on the market. This list will be comprised of the player's name, his team, the
teams symbol, the sport he plays, his 'fantasy price', his change and a blank col-

umn where you will enter the volume you wish to have of this player.
Next, you will have the opportunity to buy and sell shares of your
favorite athletes with your Wall
Street College Football Fantasy Dollars. Enter you dollar amount under
quantity at the trading desk. What?
$100,000, sounds good.
Now, as any good stock market
junkie, you will need to set up your
portfolio. This portfolio will include
the market trade, a message board,

change information, trade history and
gift history. What gifts? Yes, depending on you winnings and how large
they
become you may be eligible for a
gift!
Additionally, your portfolio will
track the quantity, symbol, type of
stock (aka name of player), price,
change, cost and finally your individual investments trade value.
Wall Street College Football is a
great way to learn how to manage
money in the stock market without
the pain of putting up the bucks or
losing them!

Wall Street
Sports
CollegefootbaIl.wallstreetsports.com

Cheers
to egging freshmen at 7-11, to a
great birthday party. . .to the
LSATS being over!!!!. . .to 5:30
dinner conversations. . .to Jogues
representing plus Gonzaga and
Dolan reps.". .to being an aunt. .
to hin finally saying "it". . .to the
"cult"... to going to Greece. . .to
Vinny- thanks for everything.. .to
our backdoor boys. . .to Raul and
Larry finally hooking up after 4
years. . . to franklin tower, to
wooden seamen... to toolbox... to
o'dea's gut... to booty giving the
grand tour... to trog meeting the
babe... to the extra innings... to one
year... to hot dogs at one... to no
strenuous activity... to incredible
true-to-life dreams... to the
weather wars... to my BMHS
jacket... to moxie land... to terri
bracelets... to boston accents... to
the red sox making the payoffs...
to the Yankees... to jersey accents... to the football game... to
cancelled classes... to finally going home... to a good night's
sleep... to the best ever... to reminders all the time... to the High
Tide... to finally talking... to being "Hungry Like the Wolf ... to
almost loosing, and then showing
everyone what's what ... to the
SOX!!!! ... to T-Diddy: sing it
again baby ... to running across the
backyard for??? ....

Boos
to the inconsiderate person who
hit my Kia and ran- YOU
SUCK!!!!... to the guy who peed
on our house. . .to losing a three
page paper at midnight. . .to too
much work and no time.. .to missing him to much. . .to the foreign
boy.. .to the butt in the bathroom.
. .to psycho housemates. . .to
sucking toes. . .to toad... to high
school heroes... to o'dea not finishing his layout... to poison oak
covered boyfriends... to forgetting
a birthday... to irrated editors... to
incredibly late nights without
sleep... to it being too late... to
continuous whiners... to Theresayou smarty pants... to killer mosquitoes... to Tracy, the Naut Nazi
at the toolbox... to get a life
Tracy... to too much work and no
time... to missing him too much...
to not talking for a long time... to
roommates who don't talk to you
for no reason... to looking like
crap everyday... to senior pictures... to being sick all weekend...
to ex boyfriends... to people you
lose touch with... to incompedent
people... to this ridiculous time
limts... to the Jake ... to the
Morrissey glasses ... to the Iron
Lung ... to lame parties at the
SoCo, to having to bag marketing class, to "wanting to be an
actor" ... to being confused ...

We need your cheers
and boos.
Submit them to:
Box AA or
email at
Mirror @fairl.fairfield.
edu
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Welcome to the Walsh Athletic Center...
By Paul Pennelli
MANAGING EDITOR
After almost a year without an
identity, Fairfield's athletic center has
finally been named. Through the generosity of a former trustee of the university, the athletic center will officially bear the name of Thomas J.
Walsh, Jr. The Walsh Athletic Center
will be dedicated at a ceremony this
evening at 5:15.
It is believed that a multimillion
dollar gift by Walsh prompted the university to honor and recognize his
name and contribution.
Walsh has been a patron and benefactor of the university for some time.
His name also graces a university art
gallery located at the Quick Center for
the Performing Arts. Three of Walsh's
children, Thomas III, Marvanne and

Photo: Nick Ouimet
The Athletic Center will finally receive its name today

Rosellen are all graduates of Fairfield.
The Walsh Athletic Center has
proven to be a valuable asset to the
university's many student athletes.
Just recently, American School & Uni-

Game show host leaves
FUSA wo ndering

Continued from p. 3
asked Liss. "What makes you think
you're so special?," responded Jarvis and
walked away with the money. The grand
prizewinner walked away with only $93.
Liss and Kathleen O'Connor, Co-Director Weekend Programming, went
back stage to count the money after the
show was over and the audience had left.
Jarvis took the back away and ignored
them as he continued to clean up the
stage. "I do not appreciate a company
putting the integrity of our programming
into question," said Liss. "I am bringing
this up to the Dean of Activities, and

hopefully he can lead me in the right
direction from here."
Jarvis continued to be rude and defensive to Liss and O'Connor as they
asked over and over again if he would
the money in front of them, so they
could the amount remaining. Jarvis refused and walked away again. Liss and
O'Connor chose not to instigate from
that point on. "I look at this situation
as a learning experience," said
O'Connor. "Now we know exactly
what to look for when contracting with
outside companies."

DON'T

Become
A Victim
Learn to
Defend
Yourself
WED. OCT. 13
7:30-9:30PM
Barone Campus Center,
Oak Room

versity featured the athletic center's
programs as examples of a solid balance between athletics and academics.

Associate Vice President for Pub-

lic Relations, Doug Whiting, believes
that it was this balance that may have
attracted Walsh to the athletic center.
"The athletic center is a facility that
addresses the needs of student athletes," said Whiting, "with its magnificent training facilities for varsity athletes, first-rate sports medicine, and an
academic center that is seeing that student athletes graduate and do well academically."
The construction of the athletic center, and the academic success of varsity athletes were two of Walsh's keen
interests that may have led to his donation, according to Whiting.
In Fairfield's quest to become what
Whiting calls "excellent in all things,"
it has become clear that the progress
that the university has made to that end
could never have occurred without the
benevolence of Walsh and benefactors
like him.

Security on the prowl
Continued from p. 1
morning to visit the houses that had
been broken into. "There were no
signs of forced entry into any of the
houses," Ficko said. "It appears that
the burglars entered two of the houses
through unlocked doors but entered
the other house through the back window.
"When I was told this, I went to
my back screen, and was able to pop
it out with one pinky finger," said a
senior female who had been robbed.

"It makes me really uneasy as a townhouse resident now."
"I can't stress enough how important locking your door is," Ficko said.
"Little steps like that really make a big
difference."
All in all, a Sony stereo, Playstation,
CDs and a blue inflatable chair were
stolen. "There are currently no suspects, however, security will be adding surveillance to the townhouse
area," Ficko said.

a 2-hour seminar sponsored by the
F.U. Security Department. Presented by

WOdl-EH

IN MM
SELF DEFEN
INSTRUCTION
This 2-hour seminar will present you with the tools and
information to help you avoid becoming a victim.
LEARN:
• About personal safety on-campus and off
• Environmental awareness & street smarts
• Rape prevention tactics
• How to defend against an attacker using simple techniques
which incorporate body physics and vital strike points
• How everyday items can be used as defensive tools
This fast-paced lecture/hands-on seminar is one you
cannot afford to miss! Tell your friends.

Space is limited! Sign up early. Call Security
at 254-4090 or ext. 4090 to reserve your spot
Women in Black"" Chief Instructors:
Denise M. Graziano (F.U. Class of '87)
Valerie L. Huegel
Certified Rape Prevention Instructors
Members: American Women's Self Defense Association
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Walking all over breast cancer
such as estrogen receptors, genetics, en-]
vironmental influences, and psychosocial
factors associated with the disease. Ad-J
ditionally, the monies raised, during thiq
five mile walk,
have enabled researchers like Mary-Claird
King, Ph.D. to discover BRCA1]
the breast cancer gene.
According to the Peer Educa-1
tion Health and Wellness Team's
research, women between the ages
of 20 to 39 should not only per-|
form a self^breast exam monthly
but should also receive a clinical
examination every three years]
Additionally, women over the age
of 40 should have annual
mammograms by their health card
professional. Health care profes-|
sionals encourage women, both
young and old, to keep up with
these check ups as early detectior
is the best aid doctors to aid can!
cer victim to a full recovery.
The Peer Education Tear
urges those interested in partici-l
pating to either contact them or by
call 1-800-889-3340 or emailing
Strides_Westport@cancer.org foil
further event information. FoJ
further information, the Student
Health Center is equipped to an]
swer questions and can supply pamphlet^
and literature.

By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

Each year more than
175,000 women will be diagnosed with it, more than
43,000 women will die from it,
and more than 12,000 women
in the state of Connecticut will
receive help from the American Cancer Society for it. It's
breast cancer and it has become one of the leading killers of American women to
date.
This year Fairfield
University's Peer Education
Team is joining the fight
against breast cancer by educating students and faculty,
raising campus-wide awareness about the disease, and encouraging students to participate in the "Making Strides
Against Breast Cancer" walk
Sunday, October 17th.
Over the past two years,
"Making Strides" has helped to
raise over $25 million dollars
for breast cancer research and more than
120 grants funding research on topics

Proactive Steps to
Fighting Breast
Cancer
* Note the connection between a high-fat diet and
breast cancer
* Perform a breast exam
monthly
* Talk to your doctor about
the dangers of using some
types of birth control
* Find out about your family
history
* If you find that you are at a
higher risk, talk to your doctor about steps towards prevention

Finding healing through herbs
Society begins to shy away from prescriptions
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

More and more people are shying
away from prescriptions as answers to
their medical problems and instead are
using alternative cures such as herbs;
better known as those old home remedies of grandma's.
These new age herbal cures can be
in the simplest forms or have been combined
by
man. Garlic
for example
ingested either cooked,
raw or in
tablet form
is said to
work as a
natural antibiotic.
Ginger,
also, taken
either fresh
or in capsule
form, has
been proven
to treat
digestive problems, sore throats, in addition to other cold related symptoms.
Similarly, the broad varieties of herbal

teas on the market will soothe coughs,
nerves, promote sleep, relieve indigestion.
Fennel seeds in
teas, in many cases,
are used for bad
coughs and peppermint teas can help
relieve nausea,
headaches and even
fevers.
Some herbs that
may not be located
in your kitchen,
such as
Acidophilus,
are used to form healthy bacteria in a woman's body that
can help prevent yeast infections. This herb can be obtained in liquid
form, as a capsule, or in an unsweetened yogurt.
Charcoal tablets are now being
taken by many
who suffer from
severe stomach
problems brought
on by the flu or
acidic foods or who have had
food poisoning; again this
herbal cure may be obtained

in a pill form.
For one's outer body, apple cider vinegar put into a bath will treat dry and
flaky skin problems.
In addition to these
old home remedies,
come new combinations of herbal cures
that are rapidly growing on store shelves.
Anamu, an herb
grown primarily in
Peru is now being
taken by men and
women to enhance
and improve their immune systems. This
leaf has many active
constituents, including "tannins,
polyphenois, senfols and benzyl-2hydroxyethyl-trisulfide." The capsule should be taken three times a day at
meals providing
consultation
with a physician.
CBG Extract
contains black
cohosh root,
chickweed herb,
golden seal root,
desert herb tea,
Licorice root,
Scullcap herb
and Valerian
root. Again, this
type of herb can

be used to treat and enhance one's immune system during seasonal changes.
This herb comes in a liquid and is a recommended 1/2 teaspoon with water
three types a day is suggested; again,
consulting a physician is of the utmost
importance.

Finally, AG-X compiled of magnesium, maganese, and riboflavin, is said
to work towards a healthy digestive system. The formula contains Papaya fruit,
Ginger root, Peppermint leaves, Wild
Yam root, Fennel seed, Dong quai root,
Spearmint leaves, Catnip herbs and
Lobelia herbs. Nutritionists recommend
a dosage of two capsules after each
one of your three daily meals.
For more information or herbs suited
for your own personal needs check out
VeriSign at http://safe.basiclink.com/
ECscripts/ecwa.
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Global resources. Local presence.>

The fast track

Qt^irtQ
To maintain the stature of
Warburg Dillon Read as the
leading global investment bank,
we only hire the best. After
completing a rigorous training
program, you'll join a strict

)

meritocracy where responsibility
is given early on and success is
rewarded with a fast-track
career in the forefront of
global investment banking.
In order to help you plan your
future, representatives from our
Operations Department will soon
be visiting the Fairfield University
campus for a company presentation.
Date:

Tuesday, October 12th

Time:

5:00 pm

Location: Campus Center
Oak Room
Apply online at www.wdr.com

Warburg Dillon Read
An investment bank of global intelligence
Warburg Dillon Read is the brand name for the investment banking division of U8S AG and its investment banking subsidiaries worldwide
In the United States, Warburg Dillon Read LLC. a subsidiary of UBS AG, is a member of NYSE and SIPC
Warburg Dillon Read is in Equal Opportunity Employer
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Clamor over constitution
your Constitution.
To the Editor:
dents have the right to request
Did you know that the
Did you know that as stuand examine any and all inFUSA Cabinet might spend up
dents you may remove any
formation contained in offielected FUSA member, into $5,000 of your money withcial FUSA records (except
out even your input or a vote
cluding the President, from
Student Court files) includin the Senate? I bet you had
office as long as a majority of
ing, but not limited to, finanthose who voted in the
cial records and Senate
election sign a petition?
legislation?
No offense to the
Since we are on a
Did you know that the
present elected FUSA
role, did you know that
FUSA President has the
members, but if you
the FUSA President has
voters feel they are not
power to ... take whatever the power to make exdoing their job you can
ecutive decisions and
action may be necessary
have them removed!
take whatever action
That is a powerful acthat may be necessary
in times of crisis or emertion that is granted to
in times of a crisis or
the student body under
emergency on your begency on your behalf?
the FUSA Constitution.
half?
What's the FUSA
If you are skeptical
Constitution, you say? Well,
no idea, because that's also in
on this matter just let me draw
I figured many of you had no
your attention to last year's
the Constitution. Here's anidea such a thing existed, or
CUCM occupation of
other one, in case you are still
at least, I assume that hardly
Bellarmine Hall. That conconcentrating more on
any of you have read it. FUSA
Sodexo's latest creation then
stituted a crisis, ask Fr.
represents all students, so conKelley. Did you know the
this letter.
sequently their Constitution is
Continued on pg. 12
Did you know that all stu-

Doris defends department policy
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the Editorial Commentary by Christopher
Stanton in the September 30
edition of The Mirror.
I am concerned that
there is a misunderstanding
about sportsmanship at athletics events and the role of our
Security Department in maintaining that atmosphere of
sportsmanship. Athletic
events are intended to be enjoyable entertainment for the
students, parents, alumni and
community supporters of our
University teams and those of
our opponents. When a person partakes of that entertainment, they must respect the
rights of others to be able to
enjoy the event.
Does the Athletics
Department want a "full
house" for every event? Yes.
Does the Athletics Depart-

ment need the support of vocal fans? Yes. Does the Athletics Department want loyal
fans that cheer their team on
to victory? Yes.
There is a line beyond which good taste and
good sportsmanship are violated. Each of our administrators and coaches sign a letter to uphold the principles of
good sportsmanship. Our
teams do their best to represent Fairfield University, as
we would hope the University
community would expect.
We, in turn, expect that our
fans respect the dignity of our
opponents and their fans.
We agree with Mr.
Stanton that a vocal and enthusiastic crowd can make a
difference. However, when
that vocalism turns to vulgarity or becomes demeaning to
another, then, the line has
been crossed. I instructed our

Security officers to respond to
inappropriate behavior and
will do so again. We want you
to represent Fairfield University, as you would expect our
teams to represent the University. If the "house is rocking"
and that rattles our opponents,
that is appropriate and desired.
Whether we win or
lose, we hope that our teams
always give our fans "100%"
each time we play. Likewise,
we hope, win or lose, that our
opponents and their fans leave
feeling that they were treated
within the principles of good
sportsmanship.
Thank you for the
opportunity to respond to
Christopher Stanton's Editorial Commentary.
Sincerely,
Eugene Doris
Director of Athletics and
Recreation
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& Commentary
Look in the mirror
By Paul Pennelli
MANAGING EDITOR
Saturday nights are predictable.
Droves of Fairfield students, all of
whom appear to be mature adults,
wander the paths of Lantern Point.
This being my third year at this university, I know better. I wish I could
say that all students who live on and
visit Fairfield Beach are merely in
search of a chance to socialize with
friends, and perhaps drink a
few beers.
But after over two years of
watching in shock and disbelief at some of the antics that
occur virtually every weekend
at the beach, it appears to me
that many Fairfield students do
not harbor such innocent intentions. Too often, parties at
the beach disintegrate into
some form of vandalism, violence, or blatant disrespect of
others.
These events that repeatedly unfold blur the line between reality and society's stereotype of college students. Today, society at-large
expects all college students to binge
drink, spark altercations, and deface
private property. You and I both know
that this description does not accurately depict the majority of students
at this college or those around the nation. However, the behavior of some
members of our university plays di-

rectly into the hand of our detractors,
and as a result we are not able to prevail in a situation wherein we are already handicapped.
As a student body, our existence at
the beach, both as residents and visitors, is hardly welcome by the community at large. This distaste is now
being acted upon more than ever, in the
form of a higher police presence and
the increased public awareness of the
mistakes that we have made at the

gers at others and start looking to ourselves for solutions.
We have to begin repairing our tarnished image. Our goal as a studentbody should not be to hold outside allegations at arm's length. Instead, we
should face them and deal with them
with a sense of personal accountability. We can no longer be complacent
as critical individuals take notice of the
negative, sensationalistic aspects of our
lives here at Fairfield, and proceed to
drag our reputation, and our
university's reputation, through
the mud.
This is an excellent institution that educates students who
have immense amounts of potential. Yet, we are so apathetic
that we don't seem to care that
this is not how we are being
looked upon because of our
conduct at the beach. Why do
we let a few among us take attention away from all of the
good that we as students do for
each other, this town, and our
region?
The administration is scrambling
for solutions to this problem. New initiatives, new social activities, and new
housing are all being created in hopes
that university policy can end the constant strife at the beach. With all due
respect to Father Kelley and his vice
presidents, you cannot fix this problem.
We, as a student body, are the only ones
Continued on pg. 12

Our goal as a student body
should not be to hold outside
allegations at arm's length. Instead, we should face them and
deal with them with a sense of
personal accountability.
beach. Why has this happened?
Why has Fairfield Police cracked
down on our parties? Why have town
politicians turned against us? Why has
every local news outlet portrayed us
as a band of lawless drunks? These
questions are pointless to ask anymore.
We must accept the fact that society is
expecting more from its young people
than it has in the past. It has come time
that we as students stop pointing fin-

All submissions due
Sunday at 6:00 PM.
See publication policy
for more details.

Question
on the
week
Sound off...
Do you
think that
FUSA has
too much
power over
student
funds?

Concerns over "Grape" Arrests
name.

By Brian Williams
COMMENTARY EDITOR
So many students read about incidents that occur and form their opinions from what was written. Let me
share with you a first-hand experience
of the chaos that occurred at the Sea
grape Saturday night.
How did I get sucked into
the madness outside the "Grape"? It
will forever stand as one of the
more frustrating instances in
my life to date. David
Copperfield could not have
pulled off the magic feat of going from the bar to a police car
faster than the Fairfield police
helped me to do. All jokes
aside, the aftermath is very
damaging to all involved
whether directly or not.
At or about 1:15 a.m.
on Saturday night, an incident
broke out that required a Fairfield student to be removed
from the "Grape". While the student
argued his dismissal at the door, another student intervened. The events
that followed, if filmed, could appropriately borrow the title "Dumb and
Dumber" from the pointless and ridiculous movie that already bears the

The incident, which was
quite serious, had been moved outside
the bar by staff at the Sea Grape. It
escalated to a level that required police intervention. At this time, fifteen
minutes before closing, the operators
of the bar saw fit to turn on the lights
and begin closing. Real smart! With
the police still trying to stabilize the
situation outside, some 130 or so pa-

their hands full and not really knowing how to handle the situation, continued to make a spectacle of the
whole ordeal rather than wrap it up as
quickly and quietly as possible.
What thirty or forty seconds
I saw of the scene, from about forty
yards away, resembled the old Keystone cops movies of the 1920s. Police running around the periphery,
threatening to arrest students who
were so far away and so far
removed from the actual incident. Instead now, the police
had a large group immediately
surrounding the main arrest
scene shouting at the police
and creating a dangerous
enough atmosphere that they
felt compelled to use pepper
spray. Why were none of
these people arrested?
Only four arrests were made,
not including the main arrest
for which all of this began.
None of these four were directly involved in the fight or its
spillovers. They were simply in the
area. A visitor and myself are two of
them.
My arrest, as well as my visitor's,
baffled all that were near us. We stood
Continued on pg. 13

How did I get sucked into
the madness outside the
"Grape"? It will forever
stand as one of the most
frustrating instances in my
life to date.
trons of the bar spilled out into the
streets right on top of the police action. That was like trying to put out a
fire with rubbing alcohol. This is the
"dumb" part.
The "dumber" goes to the
Fairfield police department who, with

All submissions due by
6p.m. Sunday in Box
AA
or
emailed to
M irror
fair 1
fairfield.edu
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It's
Student appeals for more
funding for technology time for
responsibility
To the Editor:
Quite simply, it was frustration and
sympathy (for incoming students)
which motivated me to go the extra
mile. Having worked for Fairfield
since September of 1997, and having
seen first hand the chaos of connecting students to the network, I felt I
wanted to do what I could to help as
many people get connected ASAP. I
imagined how I would feel if I called
up CNS and was told it would take "a
few weeks" to get connected. It was
because of this that I decided to
give out my personal extension
on campus to freshman and to
RA's. This has led to a FLOOD
of calls, (and I apologize for not
getting back to people that have
called in a timely manner, but
the volume of calls in the last 2
weeks has been nearly overwhelming), which I have tried
to handle whenever I have time.
In my opinion, there is absolutely NO excuse for Fairfield
not having all of the dorm
rooms "lit" (meaning they have
an active fiber port). This issue
is currently being addressed,
which is a good thing, but it has taken
FAR too long for it to happen. There
seems to be an overall lack of consideration for student network connections among most of the upper-level
vice-presidents (the people that make
the funding decisions) at Fairfield, and
certainly many of the staff. Members
of these groups simply do not realize
the necessity of having an Internet
connection in dorm rooms. It must be
hard for them to realize the importance
of a network connection, being that

some of them don't use computers
themselves and simply are unaware of
the necessity for them. The fact that
computer labs exist is irrelevant- Fairfield proudly advertises its "awardwinning fiber network", but they don't
tell people that it has never been completed (meaning there is NOT capacity for every student to be connected,
as was explained in the memo sent out
last week).
This also hits on the larger issue of
the incredible lack of resources allot-

ings... but oh yes I forgot- those nice
new buildings will be SEEN by parents and prospective students, while
network upgrades and more computing staff won't. Maybe if we could
mount network equipment in trees
around campus we would get some
support?
I encourage anyone that is frustrated with getting connected or computing in general at Fairfield to make
your complaints heard- in the form of
letters or phone calls (having parents
involved doesn't hurt either)
- but PLEASE do not direct
these to Computing and Network Services. We already
have enough call volume, and
are doing the best we can to
complete the multitude of
tasks which are assigned to
us. Your voices are the ones
that matter, as our requests
are continually ignored and
rejected.
I sincerely hope that Fairfield makes a serious commitment to supporting technology in the near future. If
they do not, it won't take long
for people to find out. As we approach the 21st century I hope that
prospective students will no longer
consider institutions which make
claims about technology yet contribute virtually no support or resources
to the department that is trying to
manage it.

In my opinion, there
is absolutely no excuse for not having all
of the dorm rooms lit
with an active fiber.
ted to Computing & Network Services. The VP's at Fairfield continually add new responsibilities to the
department without committing more
staff or funding. In fact, the amount
of funding we have compared to other
comparable institutions is incomprehensible. Fairfield began building infrastructure- but now cringes at the
thought of maintaining it and finishing the job. It's funny though; if you
take a ride around campus it seems
there is plenty of money for new build-

Sincerely,
Darren Cerullo '01
Employed by Computing & Network

Continued from pg. 11
who can create change for the better.
I am not going to stop going to the
beach, and neither should you. We
have as much right to live there and
to socialize there as anyone else. I
am not insinuating that even a single
Fairfield student should feel that he
or she should not rent a home on Fairfield beach.
What I can do is offer a simple suggestion. When you step out of your
cab at the Sea Grape, or when you
walk out of your house to hit the
evening's first party, think about the
far reaches of your conduct. Try to
conceptualize how your mistakes and
moments of indiscretion can affect
your peers. A thrown punch or a shattered window means so much more
than the physical act itself. You attack your school, your peers, you public perception. Long after the windowpane is replaced, and long after
the broken nose heals, our reputation
will still be going through the long
process of repairing itself.
If each one of us assumes some
personal accountability for our own
actions, I can assure you that Fairfield
students and town residents can
peacefully coexist at Fairfield Beach,
and our name will shed its negative
stigma for good. We can prove that
society is wrong.

Convention deleeate stresses the facts
Continued from pg. 10
whole story of what went on behind
closed doors in the early hours of the
morning of that incredible night? You
should have. I bet your FUSA President did.
Did you know that every
Senator is supposed to fill out a
progress report at the end of each semester summing up their accomplishments and weak points? Did you
know that any student could access
these reports because they are supposed to be kept on file in the FUSA
office? Whoever said we can't hold
our government representatives accountable?
Here's one for you Mirror
people. Did you know that the Senate
is supposed to forward their minutes
of each and every meeting to your organization so you can publish them
offering opportunity for input and
feedback from the entire Fairfield
Community? Wasn't there a question
of whether you newspaper writers
should be allowed admittance into the
Senate meetings? The answer is in the
Constitution.
So what's my point? Is it to
have you all signing petitions and re-

moving elected FUSA members faster
then you can say "where the heck am
I going to park!?" No, simply put, I
wish to implore you all to obtain a
copy of the FUSA Constitution and
read it. You can obtain a copy of it by
going to the media room in the library
and asking
for it.
There is a
funny
thing
called the
Constitution Convention going on as
you read
this article.
This Convention is
in the process of totally rewriting the present FUSA Constitution without your input or consent! This isn't being done on purpose but on the other hand hardly anyone knows about the Convention. Ultimately the finished product will be
submitted to the student body for approval but doesn't it seem logical that

. those who ultimately are effected by
it and who vote on it have a chance to
voice their ideas and concerns?
I am on this Convention and
the only reason I know of it or any of
the above is because I am in the Cabinet. Do you want to know the greatest part
about this
Constitution Convention?
Any student may
be on this
Convention and
have his or
her voice
heard in
the drafting of the
new Constitution. This is also a fact that hardly
anyone knows about.
If you think anything in the
present Constitution is not kosher,
come to the Convention and work for
change.
You people are wanted at
this Convention! If you do not show

If you think anything in
the present constitution is
not kosher, come to the
Convention and work for
change.

up then as in the past a very small
group of FUSA officials will determine their own rules and the future of
your campus life! If you ever wanted
anything from your student government now is the time to make your
opinions heard and implemented.
The Preamble of the present
Constitution states, it "...is embodying the collective interests of the entire undergraduate student body."
Somehow I doubt this is correct if
hardly anyone had any say in its drafting five years ago. Go so you can
change that. Whatever your interests
are, you should be there so you can
have them heard. If you love or hate
FUSA you should be there. Regardless of whether you like or dislike politics you should be there.
The Constitution Convention meets
every Sunday night at 5:30pm (except
this Columbus Day weekend) in CNS
15. Don't go just because I am urging
you to go. Go so you can take hold of
your student government and get your
voices heard!
Sincerely,
Mark Sheppard '00

The Mirror
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First-hand account of
weekend's incident
Continued from pg. 11
friend's, were the result of a cop who
was cocky and headstrong, flaunting
by the Sea Grape Inn, not to be conhis badge because minutes before apfused with the cafd, and watched the
proaching us, he finally got to use the
mayhem from afar, as anyone would
takedown techniques he learned in the
do if they saw ten cop cars. An outacademy. Bravo Tackleberry.
of-control cop, shield 3, asked my
All in all, the events of Saturday night
guest if he was coming or going. He
brought nothing but bad press and bad
replied that he was not from Fairfield
feelings to
and would
all that
leave as
were insoon as I
volved,
Now, the town has ammunigot to him.
and still to
The officer
tion
to
throw
at
us
(the
stuothers
did not like
who were
this answer
dents), the Fairfield Police
not
diand told
"got
their
guys,"
and
the
unirectly
inhim he was
vo1ved
under arversity has to clean up another like us.
rest.
At
Now, the
mess.
this time, I
town has
came over
ammuniand contion
to
tested his
throw at us (the students), the Fairbeing under arrest. Now I was also
field police "got their guys," and the
under arrest. It happened that fast!
university has to clean up another
Our conduct was anything but disormess. I cannot in right conscience
derly. Our behavior was completely
apologize for my actions. Last week
within the realm of that which is exI wrote about Monday night mass, and
pected of us by the administration. We
even though by Saturday I was in a
were not "gathered to assist [him] in
police car, I have not digressed. I ask
his attempts to resist arrest," as insinuthat you not believe how the Post imated by Andrew Brophy in his oneplicates me and believe my account
sided and poorly written Connecticut
which is first-hand.
Post article. My arrest, as well as my
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MAURA O'CONNELL THE WASHINGTON
AND FRIENDS
Discount at
all times
for
Fairfield
students

FRI., OCT.

8,8 PM

FRI., OCT.

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
OF LINCOLN CENTER

15,8 PM

FAMILY FUN - GRADES PRE- «4

LYLE, LYLE, CROCODILE
Day of show
RUSH tickets

forW
Students
&

ALL MOZART PROGRAM
SAT., OCT. 16,8 PM

SUN., OCT.

17,1 & 3

Quick

BOX

CENTER

OFFICE

Fairfield

203-2544010
I-877-ART.S-396

UNIVERSITY

ML Career Presentation
A career @ Merrill Lynch means more for you.
more vision
more depth
more success
more diversity
more clout

The Chief Financial Office invites Fairfield ■-,
University Students to a presentation on
Finance & Accounting opportunities.
Thursday

October 21,1999
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

more innovation

School of Business Dining Hall

more knowledge

ML Career Interviews

more down to earth

Merrm Lynch
....

, more: technical sawy ;:

more worldwide locations

(10 am5 pm)

Write for Commentary!!! Ask for John or
XJX X &XX iX L J\. w«~/ ^:..jh*L$3
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Staff

PM

Wednesday
November 10,1999
Interested students should submit
their resume to Career Services.
Resume Submission Deadline:
Friday, October 22,1999
Merrill Lyr^h is an Equal Opponuntry

Merrill Lynch

HUMAN ACHIEVEMENT

www.ml.com/careers
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Escher and Beyond
Norwalk exhibit celebrates artist
clude well-known, as well as more
personal and rarely seen Escher art.
Pricing for these works range from
about five hundred dollars to 40 thou"Playing around" were words sand dollars.
"Most of the works are my
that M.C. Escher used to describe the
own
collection,"
said Price. "I've
acts that went into creating his famous
been
collecting
for
twenty years."
artworks, according to Jeffrey Price,
According
to Price, during
owner and curator of the Artist's Market
the
50's
and
60's,
Escher's
pieces
in Norwalk.
were
inexpensive,
main
buyers
being
People from all walks of life
mathematicians
and
scientists
that
cherish the precise and fantastical visions
knew
Escher
and
his
work.
It
is
only
of artist M.C. Escher, whose works can
be seen alongside pieces by artists that recently that they have exploded into
he inspired, in the show Escher and Be- the commercial world to become quite
yond that runs through December 24th valuable.
Maurits Cornelius Escher
at Price's establishment.
(1898-1972)
was born in the Dutch
The exhibited Escher works,
mostly lithographs and woodcuts, in- province of Friesland. In secondary
school he excelled only in art, although it may
seem, in seeing the structure of his
works, that
he mastered
math and had
formal training in the
subject. He
did, however,
become
widely
respected by the
mathematicians
and scientists
photo: Jen Sehnert
Escher's piece Mosaic II
By Jen Sehnert
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

Jeffrey Price, owner and curator,
with some of Escher's pieces
who discovered his art.
Renowned pieces such as Day
and Night, 1938, Waterfall 1961, and
Belvedere, 1958, hang next to his more

personal and underground works
such as The Flying Witch, 1931.
All these creations exhibit
Escher's insight into space, fantasy, and structure. One must take
a hard look at these works to discover all the detail and images that
live within.
Most of Escher's pieces were
not created for commercial use,
but instead originated through the
personal requests of his friends.
Therefore, without the intent to exhibit these works, many of his
smaller creations remain unsigned.
"Signing and numbering is a 20th
century thing. We are caught up
in it," commented Price, "Escher
only signed the major, most important pieces."
Price purchased most of the
prints in the collection directly
from the Escher family, who he
met. He has a personal connection
with Escher's art that he inherited
from his father's passion with the
artist. Price's father, who was a professor at Yale, gained access to academic circles that sought out
Escher's pieces for its roots in science and mathematics.
From there, Price went out on
continued on pg. 16

NBC heats up weekend
new series premiere
By Kaylin Curran
A&E EDITOR

"Freaks and Geeks"
Saturdays 8pm
"Cold Feet" Fridays
10pm
NBC weekend line-up
The onset of fall means many
different things...winter is just around
the corner, the leaves will start changing colors and television attempts to
dazzle viewers with new series and
premieres of the shows we hold near
and dear.
This week marks the end of
the premiers and from now on, it will
be a battle between networks to see
who's shows will prove to be a hit.
NBC decided to spice up
their Saturday night line up with two

brand new series geared towards two
different age groups. "Cold Feet" and
"Freaks and Geeks" are NBC's hope
that their weekend programming will be
most successful.
After the success
of "Providence:
how could they
possibly
go
wrong?
"Freaks
and Geeks" is
aimed to be a
"Wonder Years"
of the 1980's. It
is a clear depiction of the 80's
from the clothes
that the characters wear to the
manner in which
they speak. Like
"The Wonder
Years", "Freaks
and Geeks" is a
comedy slash
drama which aims at appealing to the
awkward high school student that exists in all of us.

The show is from the producer
of the "The Larry Sanders Show" and
the Emmy Award-winning "The Ben

The cast of "Freaks and Geeks"
Stiller Show." The shows traces the lives
of two teenage siblings, like the Arnold

family, making their way through high
school in a feeble attempt to figure
their true place in the world.
Linda
Cardelli ("Boy
Meets World")
portrays the high
school sophomore
Lindsay
Weir
whose life gets
more complicated
with each passing
episode. Traumatized by the unexpected loss of her
grandmother, Lindsay is not so sure of
the life she once felt
certain of. Things
that were once near
and dear to her heart
no longer hold much
significance, and
photo: nbc.com
she sets out to re-invent herself.
continued on pg. 16
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Top 10 Movies
1. Double Jeopardy
Tommy Lee Jones,
Ashley Judd
2. Three Kings
George Clooney, Ice
Cube, Mark Wahlberg
3. American Beauty
Annette Benning,
Kevin Spacey
4. Blue Streak
Martin Lawrence
5. The Sixth Sense
Bruce Willis
6. Drive Me Crazy
Melissa Joan Heart
7. For Love of the
Game
Kevin Costner, Kelly
Preston
8. Elmo in
Goucholand
9. Mystery, Alaska
Burt Reynolds
10. Stigmata
Paticia Arquette

Top 10 Rentals
1. Shakespeare in
Love
Gwyneth Paltrow
2. Analyze This
Robert DeNiro, Billy
Crystal^
3. Payback
Mel Gibson
4. Cruel Intentions
Sarah Michelle Gellar
5. Edtv Matthew
McConaughey
6. 8MM
Nicholas Cage
7. Go
Katie Holmes
8. A Civil Action
John Travolta
9. Enemy of the State
Will Smith
10. The Corruptor
Mark Walhberg
credit hoUywood.com
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What's on top this week?
Here's a brief summary of what topped off at the box office, television and on the radio. Double Jeopardy, starring
Tommy Lee Jones and Ashley Judd took the top spot at the box office, while the Academy Award Winning Shakespeare in
Love took the top seat under the rental category.
On the radio this week, Mariah Carey dazzled us all with her next big chart topper "Heartbreaker."
For the week of September 26, the Nielson Ratings tell us that once again "Friends" takes the number one slot with
its counterpart "Fraiser" following behind. NBC was the better for this week.

Ashely Judd and Tommy Lee Jones in the blockbuster hit Double Jeporady.

photo:holIy wood.com

Top Prime Time Shows
1. Friends NBC
2. Frasier NBC
3. NFL Monday Night Football ABC
4. Third Watch NBC
5. Jesse NBC
6. Law & Order NBC
7. NFL Monday Night Showcase ABC
8. CM A awards CBS
9. Once & Again ABC
10. Stark Raving Mad NBC
week of September 26, Nielson Ratings

Billboard's Top 10 Hit Singles
1. "Heartbreaker" Mariah Carey
2. "Smooth" Santana featuring Rob Thomas
3."Unpretty"TLC
4. "Mambo No. 5" Lou Bega
5. "She All I Ever Had" Ricky Martin
6. "Genie in a Bottle" Christina Aguilera
7. "Someday" Sugar Ray
8. "I Need to Know" Marc Anthony
9. "My Love is Your Love" Whitney Houston
10. "Scar Tissue" Red Hot Chili Peppers
taken from billboard.com
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NBC's new hope
Continued from pg. 14
The life of the math-lete and her
geeky friends are modeled as the freaks
of the school who lash out at the statusquo.
John Daley ("Tommy") plays
her younger brother Sam who faces his

the fame of "The Wonder Years," but it
makes you laugh and remember what trials and tribulations high school held for
each one of us.
"Cold
Feet"
is
a
"thirysomething" for the 90's. It is an
adult comedy that looks into the lives of

Go Beyond
Continued from pg. 14

a journey during the 70's looking to purchase works that would be his own.
"It found me as much as I found
it," commented Price on his collection,
"It's always been a part of what I was
doing ...it was a lot of luck and coincidence in addition to hard work."
Having a personal fascination

does not often see the works of such famous artists locally. Instead of seeing
originals, they see works reproduced on
T-shirts and neckties.
Price, having a degree in art
history, has been running a three-fold
business for thirty years. It includes the
exhibition of fine art, the sale of crafts,

photo: nbc.com
The cast of "Cold Feet"

own set of problems as a high school
freshman. Physically and mentally, Sam
feels as though he does not fit in with
other high school boys his age and attempts to find his place in life. He pines
away for the unattainable cheerleader
Cindy and finds himself running away
from the school bully, who finds no
greater joy then making Sam's life difficult.
"Freak and Geeks" won't win
any Emmy's and it is no comparison to

three young couples from Seattle, who
themselves in different stages of life,
ranging from marriage and parenthood
to "cold feet."
David Sutcliffe ("Will and
Grace") and Jean Louisa Kelly (Mr.
Holland's Opus) portray Adam and
Shelley the couple who finds themselves
complicated by her constant fear to commit to anything of substance and his immaturity.
Adam's best friends, Pete (William
Keane "Chicago Hope") and Jenny (Dina
Spybey "Men Behaving Badly")

photo: Jen Sehnert
A look at Escher' work

with the artist, Price commented on the
fact that Escher was ironically a creative,
right-brained artist although his work has
a mathematical basis in the left brain.
"A lot of his work had to do
with him following hunches," said Price,
"He used a creative approach to solving
analytical problems."
According to the curator the community

and his frame shop, adjacent to the showroom. According to Price, the money
from the everyday business helps him
run his passion, the gallery.
"The variety makes it the most
fun," said Price, "I am lucky...this is a
dream job and I love what I do."

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN
AND HIGH PACED ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK HERE!
Dynamic Stamford based company
specializing in Internet recruiting
for Fortune 50 companies
and.Com start-ups nationwide
is looking for apart-time intern
to assist in marketing and
web-based research efforts.
This opportunity will help you gain experience
and exposure in the Marketing and
Information Technology fields. If you have
strong communication skills, Internet surfing
and navigation experience with a
self-driven attitude, we would like to talk to you
about our open positions in Stamford, CT.
15-20HRS A WEEK AT S18/HR.
CONTACT JENNIFER WILLIAMS AT 203-961-7000
Visit our website at www.rsgsearch.com

w e e k e n c
FA1RFIELD UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 23 & 24

^

Parents' Weekend is coming, October
23 & 24, so don't be surprised when
your parents show up at your dorm,
townhouse or beach house!
>
>
>
>
>
>

Faculty Panel Discussions
Student Performances
University-wide Mass
Athletic Competitions
The Fillmore Fairfield
Dr. Steven Atwood - Hypnotist

If your parents have not yet registered,
call ext. 4004 or stop by Beilarmine Hall
324
If you are interested in working Parents'
Weekend and making some extra
money, call ext. 2467
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Your Online College Bookstore

Save up to 40% on new textbooks.
Get them in 1-3 business days. Guaranteed/
*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.

INSTANT CREDIT
*^t^ Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
&e
UpToSliUKJOWilhinDays!
No CRIOHT, NO JOB, NO PARENT SIGNUP NO SECURITY

DEPOSIT?

no credit * bad credit • no income?
IfYouTCnkYou
Cant Get A Credit
Card, Think Again,

5

ORDER FORM
X/XTC!?
■■'..

l waist Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
GACJ'-O. Box 220740,Hollywood, Fl,33022

.

A4??".--v

Tired of Being Turned Down?

>

Guaranteeds 10,000 In Credit!
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Still undefeated, Stags at 4-0
continued from pg. 20
Ferreri's one yard dive into the end zone.
With running backs Detrick Watson and
Dan Fitzpatrick out with minor injuries,
junior Ferreri got his second consecutive start and rushed for 142 yards and
one touchdown in the game. With his
performance, Ferreri proved he deserves
the playing time. As a result, next week,
when Watson and Fitzpatrick return,
Kiesel says that all three backs will play.
Central quarterback Keith Toolan answered with another big play hitting receiver Darryl Taylor with a 41 yard
touchdown pass. This would, however,
be the last time the Blue Devils saw the
end zone.
Aside from the two long passing
plays, the Stags' defense played yet another solid game. The team held the Blue
Devil backfield to only 1.2 yards per run
and a total of only 30 yards rushing.
Leading the charge for the Stags was
junior defensive linemen Patrick Grugan
with 5 tackles for a loss of 20 yards and
2.5 sacks on the day.
Nine tackles for losses forced the
Blue Devils to go to the air. The Stag
defense continued to play tough against
the aerial attack, recording 5 sacks, 2 interceptions, and 2 blocked kicks in the
game.
Kiesel says his defensive team's ability to play as a close unit and their hard
work and preparation makes them so effective on the field. "Our defense plays
so well as a unit. They talk to each other
[on the field]. Our defensive coordinators do a great job of getting them prepared. By game day, they know the other
teams tendencies so well that the players yell out what plays are coming," said
Kiesel.
Fairfield slammed the door shut on
the Blue Devils in the fourth quarter by
scoring 10 more unanswered points.
Kicker Mirasolo used all of his 5 foot, 6
inch frame to knock through a school
record 42 yard field goal. Cerchio then
hit Hadley with a 24 yard pass for the
last score of the game.

photo: NickOuimet
Above, senior linebacker, Joe Roberts sacks the quarterback. The Stags defense has been impressive this season. On Saturday,
the Stags tallied 5 sacks, 2 interceptions, and 2 blocked kicks.

Next week the Stags will face a mediocre Siena team. Siena is currently
1-3, but the Stags will not underestimate
them. "Siena is a very well coached

team. They always play us well," says
Kiesel, who claims the Stags will stick
with their usual game plan, "We're going to do what we do. We're going to

run the belly, run the dive, and play football the way we always play." The Stags
take on Siena at home this Saturday at
4:00 p.m. on Alumni Field.

Soccer avenges
tournament loss
By Colin Davis
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Last Saturday, the Fairfield Stags
men's soccer team avenged last year's
MAAC tournament loss by defeating
Rider at their own Alumni Field in
Lawrenceville, NJ.
Rider had upset the Stags in last
year's MAAC tourney finals, but there
would be no such luck for the 1-10 squad
this time. The victory gave the Stags momentum, as they have won three of their
last four contests. Led by strong first
half offense, and great second half defense, the Stags built a 2-0 lead in the
first half, and held on for a shutout victory.
David Mancini, a 1998 first team allMAAC midfielder, drew first blood ten
minutes into the contest scoring off a
feed from Rob De Faveri. Later in the
half, Bryan Harkin added an unassisted
insurance goal to give the Stags a 2-0
advantage. This was all the Stags needed
as the defense held up and goalkeeper

Roger Noll had to make only 2 saves to
record his third shutout of the season.
The defense is headed up this year
by 1998 all-MAAC sophomore back
Aaron Kingi. The win brought
Fairfield's record to 4-5-1, with a 3-2.
record in the MAAC.
The team may have found its offensive leader in Dave Mancini, who has
been hot of late, recording two goals and
an assist in the last two games.
The timely scoring by Mancini has
been much appreciated by MAAC and
NSCAA northeast region coach of the
year Carl Rees, who enters his fourth
season having lost his 1998 leading
scorer in Lee Williams. Williams was
drafted by the A- League Toronto Lynx,
the first Stag to have been drafted by the
A- League.
The Stags look to bring this momentum into a key stretch, when on Oct. 6th
they face Marist in Poughkeepsie, NY,
then return home for an Oct. 8th battle
against Canisius, and an Oct. 10th tussle
with Niagara.

photo: Sports Info.
Sophomore forward Rob Defaveri had an assist in Saturday's game against Rider. The squad
improved to 4-5-1 overall and 3-2-1 in the MAAC with the victory over the weekend.
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Serchio tosses
four touchdown
passes vs. Central

continued from pg. 20
all week. Then, two or three days before the game, I started getting more reps
to get prepared for the game ... I knew
then," said Cerchio
Kiesel was not surprised to see
Cerchio step right in. With Lopusznick
graduating after this season, Cerchio
may be the future of Fairfield football.
He has shown that he has the skills, and
according to Kiesel, has the ability to
lead. "He's a different type of leader then
Lopusznick is, with his quieter personality, but they both lead by example on
the field and with hard work," said
Kiesel.
Taking over for Lopusznick is not a
new role for Cerchio. The two attended
the same New Jersey high school where
they played football together. They now
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find themselves cast in all too familiar
roles: Lopusznick as the veteran quarterback leading the team, and Cerchio
as the talented and eager freshmen waiting in the wings.
In fact, the chance to play with his
high school friend again was one of the
reasons Cerchio came to Fairfield.
Cerchio said that Fairfield was, "the best
situation for me. Coach told me that I
could come in and compete for a backup
job right away." He also found it impossible to pass up the opportunity to
play under his old friend again and,
"learn from Jim who's such a great QB."
Aside from his first college start,
Cerchio contributed to another Stags'
milestone in the game. Senior receiver
Eric Wise caught six passes from
Cerchio in the game, and recorded his
200th career reception. "I was feeling
bad before the game because I thought
that Jim should be the one to do it because Jim and Eric have been together
for four years," said Cerchio, "but I was
very happy for Eric and it was a special
moment for me."

NFL Quote of the week:
That stuff ain't mine, man!
[ don't know what you're
talking about."
-Lawrence Taylor

What a shame!
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield football team is off to a great start this season. They are 4-0 and
have defeated their opponents by an average margin of 28 points this season. The
type of play that they have demonstrated thus far may be the best in Fairfield's
short history, even after the MAAC triumph of just a year ago, and not to mention
they have managed 12 consecutive wins dating back to last year.
There's just one problem with all their success this season- what will come of
it?
For those of you that do not know, the Stags are not eligible to win the MAAC
this season due to financial aid violations in 1996, the first year of the Fairfield
football program. The Athletic Department was caught allocating more financial
aid to football players than to the average student. I guess the reason for this was
to compensate the players for their athletic ability since Fairfield is a non-scholarship university for most sports, including football, but obviously this type of
action is not acceptable. Consequently, the MAAC suspended Fairfield from being eligible to win the conference this season.
I have some resentment for the Athletic Department for squandering what would
have been the perfect opportunity for the football team to shine, especially since
the seniors will be the first graduating class for the Fairfield football program.
What a way to go out! And coincidentally, the team is destroying all their opponents this season.
I am not taking any credibility away from the team or blaming them. I could
not be happier for their quick rise from a meager first year program to a formidable Division 1-AA team. It just seems to me that this could have been prevented.
The team's success so far reflects the high caliber of football they are playing
and it also shows the hard work and dedication of the players and coaches, but
what do they have to look forward to? The disappointment of this fact, sitting in
the back of each player's mind as they hit the field every Saturday, must be
antagonizing. The complete sense of attaining a goal, a championship, is out the
window, and because the people up there tried to be slick.
Outstanding senior quarterback, Jim Lopusznick, says the team and he have
realized the misfortune that occurred in 1996, and are now looking ahead to bigger and better things. "We're at the point," Lopusznick said, "that we just think,
let's go out and play ball. Let's prove to the league that we are winners by going
11-0 and maybe getting an NCAA bid."
It's good to know that the Stags can look forward the possibility of an NCAA
bid, because the university would felt pretty had they squandered all their goals.

Stags tear up home terrain
By Jerry Ruggieri
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This past Saturday, both the men and
women's cross-country teams hosted the
23rd Annual Fairfield Invitational.
Saturday's race was without a doubt the
Stags' most important race, as it is the
only home meet of the year for the teams.
This year's race included 7 teams, and
the men and women's races each had
approximately 75 runners compete, making this the largest Fairfield Invitational
to date.
There was tremendous pressure on
both teams to perform well in front of
the home crowd, and no one was disappointed with the outcome. Junior, James
Butler, of Cork, Ireland led the Stags
with a 7th place finish overall and traversed the 5 mile course in a time of 27
minutes and 37 seconds. Butler was
tailed closely by Junior Co-Captain Evan
McFarland, who has been among the
team's top runners since his freshman
year. He finished directly behind Butler, in 8th place. Closing out the Top 10
on Saturday was yet another Stag. Junior Dan Petouvis ran his best race of the
season in front of the home crowd and
helped the Stags claim 2nd place among
the field of 7.
The Stags were able to not only put 3
runners in the Top 10 and come away
with a 2nd place finish, but they did so
without the aid of Dan Whitney, the
team's top runner of a year ago, who was
lost to graduation. This weekend showed
that the Stags are ready for the second
half of the season and that despite graduation, they have a number of runners who
are capable of stepping up and having a
big day.

In speaking of his
team, first
year coach,
Roy
Harrison,
said that "on
any given
day one of 7
runners is
capable of
being our
top man."
This shows
the depth of
this year's
team and
shows that
the future of
the team is
secure.
When asked
about the
2nd place
finish,
Harrison
said that he
was pleased
with the results. He
went on to
say that it is
important to
note that St
Peter's, the
overall winner, has a
number of
runners who
were
brought in
specifically
for this sea-
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Above, Fairfield junior, Evan McFarland, races to the finish. The Stags
faired well in their very own Fairfield Invitational over the weekend.
McFarland finished eighth overall in the men's competition. The men's
teamplaced second in the meet and the women's team finished fourth.

son and considering that, he couldn't
have asked for more from his runners.
The women's team finished an impressive 4th overall and put 2 runners in
the Top 15. The women were paced by
Erin Heslin, a freshman from
Kensington, CT, who covered the 3.1
mile course in a mere 20 minutes and 13
seconds, lowering her personal best time
by 9 seconds. The second Stag to cross
the finish line on Saturday was another
freshman. Katie Chapdelaine finished
15th overall and recorded a time of
21:11, dropping an incredible 25 seconds
off of her previous best time.
In their push to finish strong, the
Stags looked to Senior Captain Karen
McGuire for leadership and they were
not disappointed as McGuire finished
26th overall and was the team's number
3 runner.
So far this season, the Stags have
shown great consistency as the top 3
have remained unchanged and the times
have been getting faster with each passing week. It is clear that the Stags' future is bright, considering that among the
Stags' top five runners are 3 freshmen
and a sophomore.
When asked about the race, senior
Co-Captain, Andrew Harrington said "I
am pleased with the results and it was
great to see so many people cheering us
on, especially since it is our only home
race of the season."
The Stags have this week off, but return to the starting line on October 15th
when the men compete for the IC4A
Championship and the women for the
ECAC Championship. Both races will
be held at VanCourtlandt Park in the
Bronx.
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Rookie QB boosts Stags
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Last fall, freshmen Mike Cerchio
was starting in his usual role of quarterback for his Middletown South High
School team. Last Saturday, with starting Fairfield quarterback Jim
Lopusznick out with a knee injury, the
rookie Cerchio was asked to fill in.
Instead of buckling under the pressure of the first college start of his short
career, young Cerchio stepped up to the
challenge and lit up Central Connecticut State University. He completed 15
of 25 passes for 232 yards and tied the
school record with 4 touchdown passes
in the game. Cerchio and the Stags
stomped the Blue Devils 41-14.
Cerchio admitted to having plenty of
pre-game jitters the morning of the
game, but the butterflies quickly turned
into confidence once the game started.
"Once I get in there and get a feel for
the game, I just go with the flow. We
have such a great team and a great offensive line that it makes it easier for
me to go out and perform," the young
QB said after leading the undefeated
Stags to their twelfth strait win.
Two weeks ago in the Stags' win over
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Freshman quarterback, Mike Cerchio, pictured here, filled in for injured quarterback Jim Lopusznick on Saturday. In his starting debut, he threw
four touchdown passes en route to being named MA AC Rookie of the Week for his performance.

Canisius, Lopusznick suffered a strained
left knee. The injury is not serious, but
the coaching staff felt it best that he rest
the knee instead of risking a more serious injury. Sitting their star quarterback
and team leader was not an easy deci-

sion, but it was one that had to be made.
"We felt it was best not to play him.
It's a long season, and it's better to let it
heal," said head coach Kevin Kiesel.
Cerchio wasn't an immediate replacement, and he and one other backup

quarterback competed all week in practice for the starting job. A few days before the game, Cerchio finally edged out
his competition. "We were competing
continued on pg. 19

Stags put out Blue Devil Fire
Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Above, Stag running back Adam Ferrari carries the ball for a nice gain. Ferrari and the Stags rolled over in-state rival Central Connecticut 41-14
in the contest. The Stags are currentlpy 4-0 and have dominated their competition this year. Going back to last season the squad has reeled off 12
consecutive victories.

In last Saturday's 41-14 victory over
Central, the Stags took an early three
point lead with kicker Steve Mirasolo's
28 yard boot. Five minutes later Cerchio
connected with receiver Steve Hadley on
a 35 yard touchdown pass. Hadley, who
finished with three touchdown receptions in the game, has 11 receptions on
the season, 6 of which are for touchdowns. The junior from Florida has
amassed 311 yards in the air and is averaging almost 30 yards per reception this
year.
Central Connecticut was able to keep
it close early by scoring on an Anthony
Liquore 48 yard touchdown reception.
The Stags weren't rattled by the big play
and scored two more touchdowns in the
final three minutes of the half. Joe
Milligan made an acrobatic catch in the
corner of the end zone on a 23 yard pass
from Cerchio. The QB then found an
open Hadley once again and hit him with
a 30 yard strike to push the half-time lead
to 24-6.
Six minutes into the half Fairfield
stretched its lead to-25 ffeints on Adam
continued on pg. 18

